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iiiAbstract
The problem of reassembling archaeological artefacts from a collection of fragments
thatmayincludeotherfragmentsfromseveralartefacthasbeenaddressedandwidely
studied. Acomputer-aidedandcollaborativeapproachisproposedforthereconstruc-
tion of archaeological artefacts based on the boundary-matching estimation by string
registration. The matching process also may beneﬁt from involving several distant
experts to interactively to reconstruct an artefact using the Access Grid.
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Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce the problem of reconstruction of archaeological frag-
ments in a collaborative environment, and then review the related literature from
computer vision area. Finally, an overview of this project is provided.
The discussion of the next chapter concentrates on data acquisition and 3D model
generation. The procedure of creating a 3D model using PhotoModeller is described,
and possible export types are enumerated. Then we analyze the resolution require-
ments for curve matching.
In Chapter 3, we formalize the problem into three dimensional curve matching,
establishing a mathematical model which translates input data into a format which is
understandable for the computer. The string registration methodology is then intro-
duced to resolve curve matching.
In Chapter 4, the group-to-group communication platform of the Access Grid is
introduced. As our collaborative visualization has been built as a shared application
for the Access Grid. the shared application of the Access Grid will be described in
detail as well.
In Chapter 5, The implementations of the user interface design, 3D interactive
manipulation, shared application, curve matching algorithms and media framework
assistance are illustrated and discussed with concrete examples. Additionally, We also
describe some critical issues raised during the implementation and how the decisions
have been made to cope with them as well.
In Chapter 6, we would like to verify the contributions of the proposed approach
by analyzing the experimental results in terms of the computational performance of a
algorithm and the engineering usability of a software.
In the last chapter, A summary concludes and re-addresses our studies on the
context of interactive, collaborative, computer-aided, archaeological reconstruction.
Finally, the future direction is highlighted.
1.1 Background
Withtherapiddevelopmentofcomputer, thevariouscomputer-aidedapplicationsare
widely used to improve efﬁciency of work and study in various ﬁelds. The Intention
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of our project is to help archaeologists to collect, classify and present information in
a ease way assisted by computer. Archaeology study may ask archaeologist to travel
and pick interested and valuable artefacts from archaeological sites. Sometimes, there
are huge amount of collected artefacts are ready to be categorized and analyzed. In
most situations, this large amount of artefact data consists of fragments rather than
intact artefacts. Therefore, classiﬁcation and reconstruction become unavoidable task.
But These two tasks are not trivial, they require large amount of time tedious work.
Another emphasis on our project may concentrate on the cooperative work among
archaeologists. They always travel around diverse historic sites ,which are located at
different places, to collect the important material, consequently, it is hard for archaeol-
ogists to work together at different places owing to the fact that they have a difﬁculty
in explain and sharing experiences only by words not vivid instances.
Both Computer-aided reassembling of archaeological fragments as well as collab-
orative visualization are currently popular topics in the computing community. The
former is considered as a ”hard problem” concerning pattern recognition. Not only
is the data acquired from fragments noisy, but it is also hard to extract, or form, dis-
tinctive features from fragments in order to reassemble them. The latter, the topic as
embodied by Access Grid collaborative environment. This is an international devel-
opment to allow global online interaction, initially across the internet but ultimately
across the Computational Grid. It also enables interaction between many groups of
people simultaneously, allowing for research, training, teaching, seminars and other
group activities. In the present context, The utilization of Access Grid provides a
convenient virtual ”space” to allow multiple experts to cooperate in reconstruction
archaeological artefacts in separate geographic locations.
1.2 Literature Review
As far as we know, there are few published studies which investigate the problem of
reconstruction fragments from a collaborative aspect. The closest seems to be a pub-
lication of a group at Columbia University [Benko et al. 2004] which presents a visual
system for simulating an archaeological excavation that allows local multiple users
collaborated. But their work concentrates on presenting archaeological data rather
than reconstruction computing, and collaboration of multiple users is also constrained
to be in the same geographic place.
So we divide our present review of related work into two distinct areas:
1. Reassembling fragments & pattern recognition and
2. Collaborative visualization.§1.2 Literature Review 3
1.2.1 Reassembling Fragments and Pattern Recognition
The reconstruction of fragments can be solved in the pattern recognition domain
where scientists have already spent several decades striving to establish well-deﬁned
and robust systems. Consequently, a variety of approaches have been developed to
attack this problems in recent decades.
1.2.1.1 Studies Before, and Including 1990
In1988, H.J.Wolfsonetal[Wolfsonetal.1988]presentedaprogramthatautomatically
assembles jigsaw puzzles was presented. In subsequent work [Wolfson 1990], same
authors presented a method that matches arbitrary curves in two dimensional space
by shape signatures are strings extracted from polygonal approximation of the bound-
ary curve. Two algorithms were devised to address robustness against noise and
computational performance respectively.Comparing the ﬁrst algorithm with O(n),the
second one is not efﬁcient O(logn +n) but it is more noise tolerant.For three di-
mensional studies [Kishon and Wolfson 1987], a similar group of authors introduced
arc length, curvature and torsion as signatures of a 3D curve but decided not to use
torsion because its use of the third derivative which can cause instabilities. The match-
ing problem was attacked as a longest substring search problem in their work. In 1991
[Kishon et al. 1991] proposed a spline ﬁt which enables the easy incorporation of tor-
sion as a stable signature
The string edit distance algorithm was introduced by Wagner et al [Wagner and
Fischer 1974]. It computes a measure of the similarity between two strings by using
basic edit operations. These operations are changing one symbol of the string for
another symbol, deleting one symbol from the ﬁrst string, and inserting one symbol
in the second string. The algorithm needs a function that assigns a cost to each of the
edit operations. The cost of the operations is normally related to the likelihood of the
operation; the more likely an operation is, the smaller is the corresponding cost. The
edit distance between two strings, x and y, is deﬁned as the minimum cost taken over
all edit sequences that transform x into y. The algorithm travels through all elements
of matrix m by n, where x and y are lengths of string x and y, so that the complexity of
algorithm is O(mn). This study ﬁrstly formalizes a framework to match two symbolic
stringswithadistance, anditiswidelyusedlateronrelevantstringmatchingproblem
in diverse ﬁelds.
1.2.1.2 Studies In 1990s
One of the most popular methods is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm de-
veloped by Besl and McKay [Besl and McKay 1992], Chen and Medioni [Chen and
Medioni 1992], and Zhang [Zhang 1994]. The original version of ICP [Besl and McKay
1992] is based on the search of pairs of nearest points in the two sets, and estimat-
ing the rigid transformation, which aligns them. Then, a rigid transformation was4 Introduction
applied to the points of one set, and the procedure was iterated until convergence.
Zhang [Zhang 1994] proposed a thresholding technique using robust statistics to limit
the maximum distance between points. Chen and Medioni [Chen and Medioni 1992]
used the distance between the surfaces in the direction normal to the ﬁrst surface as
a registration evaluation function instead of point-to-nearest-point distance. ICP has
been designed for satisfying general-purpose use,for example it can be used in point
sets, line segment sets, implicit curves, parametric curves, triangle sets, implicit sur-
faces and parametric surfaces, and has a very powerful convergence. Many variations
and improvements of the ICP have been developed during recent years.
HelenaCristinadaGamaLeitaoandJorgeStolﬁ[daGamaLeitao1999; daGamaLeito
and Stolﬁ 2002] presented an efﬁcient method for reconstructing one or more un-
known objects that have been broken or torn into a large number N of irregular frag-
ments. The proposed algorithm compares the curvature-encoded fragment outlines
using a modiﬁed, dynamic-programming, sequence-matching algorithm at progres-
sively increasing scales of resolution. The method is able to solve large scale prob-
lems, But all of work is done under the assumption of an ideal fracture model. They as-
sume that the original objects had a well-deﬁned, smooth surface which was divided
into two or more parts, the ideal fragments, separated by ideal fracture lines(irregular
curves of zero width)1. That is largest barrier for practical usage.
3DboundarycurvematchingisemphasizedinGokturkUcolukandHakkiToroslu’s
research work [Ucoluk and Toroslu 1999; Ucoluk and Toroslu 1997] to reconstruct
fragments, they continued both of the useful characteristics of a 3D curvature and tor-
sion from differential geometry and shape string techniques introduced by [Kishon
and Wolfson 1987; Kishon et al. 1991; Wolfson 1990]. A coordinate independent repre-
sentation for crack curve and robust matching algorithm is devised which accept nu-
mericalmatcheswithatoleranceandresumethematchafteramissmatchingsegment
data, but they merely provided experiments with artiﬁcial data. The performance of
string matching is not acceptable for a large fragments collection.
1.2.1.3 Studies In 2000s
Papaioannou et al [Papaioannou et al. 2000; Papaioannou et al. 2001; Papaioannou
et al. 2002] focus on the surface geometry. A global optimization method is used to
minimize an error measurement of the complementary matching between two object
parts at a given relative pose, based on a point-by-point distance between the mutu-
ally visible faces of the objects. It is applicable to arbitrary objects and overcomes the
restrictions of [Barequet and Sharir 1997] regarding the even spatial distribution of the
input samples. However its performance relies heavily on having highly-detailed, or
densely-sampled, models.
1Two fragments are said to be adjacent if they share a fracture line. An ideal corner is a point where
three or more fragment boundaries meet. The boundary of an ideal fragment is an ideal outline; it is the
concatenation of one or more fracture lines and pieces of the objects original border.§1.2 Literature Review 5
Kampel et al [M. and R. 2000; M. and R. 2004; Kampel and Sablatnig 2002] start
with the estimation of the correct orientation of the fragment, which leads to the
exact position of a fragment on the original vessel. and then classify the fragments
based on its proﬁle section. As the orientation of the candidate fragments has already
known,the alignment of two fragments can be achieved in a two-degrees-of-freedom
search space. They proposed a matching algorithm based on the point-by-point dis-
tance between facing outlines.
Andrew and Cooper et al [Cooper et al. 2001; Cooper et al. 2002; Willis 2004; Willis
and Cooper 2004b; Willis et al. 2004; Willis and Cooper 2004a] attempt to establish a
relatively complete framework for the purpose of automatically assembling 3D pots
given 3D measurements of fragments under the assumption that all of the pots have
a symmetric axis. For each fragment, they deﬁne four geometric parameters:
1. the vessel axis,
2. the axially symmetric surface (a portion of outer surface),
3. the break curve (where two shards have broken apart), and
4. a 3D Euclidean transformation (to align fragments from data-measurement po-
sition to designed position )
A Bayesian approach employed to formulate and merge these parameters, This is a
search strategy which reduces comparisons on unlikely conﬁgurations. It provides
robust computational method for aligning break curves and outer surface simultane-
ously.
Kong et al [Kong and Kimia 2001] provide an automated method for 2D and 3D
”jigsaw-puzzle” solving. The problem is solved in two stages: local shape-matching
followed by global search and reconstruction. Speciﬁcally, for 3D matching, ridges
of 3D fragments scanned using a laser range ﬁnder are detected using a dynamic
programming method. A pair of ridges are matched using a generalization of the
2D curve matching approach to space curves by using an energy solution involving
curvature and torsion which is studied in [Siddiqi et al. 1997].
Horst Bunke et al [Bunke et al. 2004] study a new approach to measuring the simi-
larity between 3D-curves. They realize symbolic strings by projecting curves on to the
XY-plane and YZ-plane or by using the curvature and torsion. They modify previous
work [Bunke and B¨ uhler 1993] (that makes use of edit distance algorithm devised by
[Wagner and Fischer 1974] to achieve 2D curve comparison) so that 3D curves can be
compared via symbolic registration in similar manner to 2D circumstances.
Andr´ es Marzal et al in their work [Peris and Marzal 2002; Marzal and Barrachina
2000] devise a fast algorithm to compute the cyclic string edit distance. Initially the
edit distance problem was studied by Wagner et al[Wagner and Fischer 1974]. They
provided a algorithm can compute the edit distance in O(mn),where m,n are lengths
of two strings respectively. Then M. Maes [Maes 1990] presented a divide and con-
quer algorithm that computes cyclic strings in O(mnlog(m)) time. In Andr´ es Marzal6 Introduction
et al ’s algorithm, they speed up the running time by introducing low bound and
external low bound, consequently merely the optimal path that can lead to optimal
result is computed rather than computing all paths in the divide and conquer tracing
graph. While in [Bunke and B¨ uhler 1993], Horst Bunke et al devise an algorithm that
estimates the approximate edit distance of cyclic strings in O(mn) time. In fact, that
algorithm search for the minimum edit distance of cyclic strings rather than exact edit
distance.
1.2.2 Collaborative Visualization
In [Allen et al. 2004; Benko et al. 2004; Allen et al. 2004], a visual interaction system for
archaeology is introduced to establish an experimental, collaborative, mixed-reality
system. It also allows multiple users to do off-site simulation of archaeological exca-
vation. They have visited an archaeological site and used a 3D laser-range scanner, a
total-station surveying system, and digital video, and still cameras to collect both 2D
and 3D multimedia data including 3D point clouds, video sequences, panoramic im-
ages, and numerous high-resolution static images of objects of the overall site. Then
they focus on complementing standard archaeological recorded data with a variety
of acquired data found from the site.The prime methods used are shadow-based reg-
istration of 2D images and temporal change detection. And, ﬁnally it is made all
available in a seamless collaborative environment.
In [Childers et al. 2000], a modern collaborative platform, known as the Access
Grid, is introduced based on a new concept ”ActiveSpace”2. Their design premise is
that any successful visualization or collaboration technology must satisfy following
requirements:
1. Widely used in a various application and interaction domain, ”widely used”
happens only when the technology is empowering and the environments are
compelling.
2. Connected with the modalities that characterize modern intellectual work.
TheauthorthenanalyzeAccessGriddesignsfromdisplay,video,audio,computing,software,network
and operation perspectives.
In [Childers et al. 2000], the current capability of the Access Grid project is dis-
cussed from the aspects of display, video, audio, hardware, software and networking.
They also analyze the research issues, in particular the balance between the capability
of the Access Grid to support the efﬁcient transport of audio and video streams over
the network via wide-area IP multicasting and to achieve a sense of presence for mul-
tiple users which requires that each Access Grid uses hands-free, full duplex audio
2The ActiveSpace is a environment which aims to provide interactivity and collaboration support of
teleimmersive environments with the ﬂexibility and availability of desktop collaboration tools. It is not
the embodiment or integration of any single technology, but the integration of a variety of components
that are individually developed to address a speciﬁc goal or requirement.§1.3 Problem Scope 7
to deliver four multiple perspective video streams from each location (This causes a
large number of streams to be delivered across the Access Grid). Computing power
is not the only condition that needs to be examined, but both network latency and
bandwidth, and also the traditional rendering pipeline has to be re-established prop-
erly. They compare the experiment of distant visualization Corridor One project 3on
Access Grid with the CAVE immersive environment which is famous visualization
application.
1.3 Problem Scope
1.3.1 Background
One of challenges is how to recover the original artefact from limited and noisy infor-
mation. The breaking faces of two fragments contain the most essential information.
Unfortunately, some of tiny pieces of fragments are easily lost when they have been
collected at archaeological sites and erosion also causes the original breaking face to
be irretrievable. Consequently, most methods that are employed to reconstruct the
fragments have to use additional information. For example, the authors [Willis and
Cooper 2004b] presume that all artefacts are axially symmetric. The reconstruction
of archaeological fragments is regarded as a shape-recognition procedure which also
requires a clustering of the signiﬁcant and recognizable information from noisy data.
One of the aims of the present project is to explore the essence of the reconstruction
fragments problem.
Reconstruction of archaeological fragments could be regarded as a matching prob-
lem in computer science. Because if matching correspondences are known, the recon-
struction of archaeological fragments could be solved by gluing all matching corre-
spondences together. From reviewing existing literature on relevant topics of match-
ing problem, there are three basic matching primitives in three dimensional, point-by-
point, curve and surface matching which are used in almost all matching methods.
Considering the difﬁculty of data acquisition for surface matching and high miss-
matching rate of point-by-point matching, the curve matching will be used to assist
reconstruction.
In order to beneﬁt from a collaborative environment, we decided to make use of
the shared application functionality in Access Grid so that our application can easily
involve group archeologists by multicast network. As a result, Archaeologists are
able to easily share their working data and experience each other regardless distance
of locations
Theﬁnalaimofthisprojectistoinvestigatethecollaborativeandinteractiverecon-
struction of archaeological fragments with matching estimation by curve matching.
3That is, implemented focusing on ﬁve major research facets8 Introduction
1.3.2 Summary
In short, the entire approach,the fragments’ pictures are taken using high quality dig-
ital camera from different angles. PhotoModeller ,which uses image-based 3D mod-
eling technique(described in chapter 2), is used to produce the 3D model and asso-
ciated computing data. Outputs of PhotoModeller are VRML format model and seg-
ment lines respectively. The VRML model are loaded for 3D scene rendering, segment
lines are probably translated into discrete points set as source of curve matching. As
to simplify problem, we assume that all fragments have no thickness at all so that
each fragment only associates with one boundary close curve. Curve matching algo-
rithm compares source curves against a target, resulting in a list of fragments which is
ranked by the most possible curve matching. The detail procedure will be illustrated
in Chapter 3. Now the suggested fragment can be chosen from rank-list, and interac-
tively rotated, translated to matching position. Distant archaeologists can reassemble
fragmentsinsamemannersimultaneouslyandtheymightpresenttheir”bestchoices”
and discuss each other by taking advantages of Access Grid shared application func-
tionality. The relevant context will be discussed in Chapter 4. The details of imple-
mentations and experiments are described in Chapter 5 and 6 respectively.Chapter 2
Data Acquisition and 3D Model
Generation
The precision of 3D geometry information acquired through a 3D modeling process
dramatically affects the consequence of matching estimation. Thus it is necessary to
emphasize the importance of data acquisition. In this Chapter, the discussion focuses
on the image-based 3D modeling and the computing of geometry information
Currently, 3D laser scanning and image-based 3D modeling are the two dominant
methods for generating 3D models from real objects. The former is able to deal effec-
tively with complex shapes, and results in higher resolution and accurate 3D models,
while it also requires higher investment. The latter is a photogrammetric technique,
which computes stereo correspondences between two or more images in order to ob-
tain a depth map and it involves locating and matching features such as edges across
several images. It is a semi-automatic approach to construct 3D models as it requires
the human interaction. So it is much cheaper and more ﬂexible, the hardware require-
ments are minimal, and as a result it even can be used on a personal computer.
In our case, image-based 3D modeling will be used to create the 3D models. in
particular, the commercial software PhotoModeller is a good candidate to help us to
create models from multiple photos. Thus, in the following two sections, the pro-
cedure of using PhotoModeller will be demonstrated and issues of resolution and
quality of 3D models will also be analyzed.
2.1 Image-based modeling
There are eight steps to producing a model with PhotoModeler:
1. Create a calibrated or approximate camera description. At this step PhotoMod-
eler collects the particular camera parameters for following computations, in-
cluding information on the focal length, the imaging scale, the image center and
lens distortion. The accuracy of the camera calibration dominates the accuracy
of 3D model so this step is very important.
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Figure 2.1: The tables illustrates PhotoModeller export types.
2. Plan the position of the object, In multiple photo projects each point that is to
be modeled should appear on two or more photos and these photos must meet
certain geometrical constraints. For this reason, the positions of the photographs
need to be thought out
3. Take photographs of the object or scene. It is a good idea to take more pho-
tographs than strictly need for the Project,because some of the photographs may
have bad exposure or bad focus, or perhaps at a later date one may wish to mea-
sure more points than originally planned.
4. Import the photographs into PhotoModeler.
5. Mark features on the photographs. T he individual photographs are shown on
the screen in PhotoModeler. One marks points, curves, edges, cylinders on the
photographs to denote the features that are important. Higher level features
such as lines and surfaces are then built on these marked features.
6. Identify which points are the same. PhotoModeler uses the marks in multi-
ple photographs to determine where a point is in three dimensions. When one
marks a point or a line in a photograph, needs to mark the same point or line
in all photographs in which it appears. PhotoModeler needs to know that these
are the same points; it cannot infer that information from the photographs.
7. Process the data. PhotoModeler uses a special numerical algorithm, which iter-
atively repeats a sequence of steps as many times as necessary to determine the
location of each point and edge in three dimensions and to minimize the total
error.
8. Export the resulting 3D data. Once the three dimensional model has been cre-
ated by PhotoModeler one can save results and export the model to another
program.§2.2 Resolution Analysis 11
Figure 2.2: Pictures of artefact
PhotoModeller supports various types data as shown in Figure 2.1. For exam-
ple DXF, Wavefront OBJ and OpenNURBS/Rhino are very good candidates for data
source. The IGES format is used by high end CAD and graphics packages. IGES,
Wavefront and Rhino are the only formats that currently support NURBS curves and
surfaces in their native format. PhotoModeller also supports exporting curves that
have been correctly marked. The extraction of breaking curves could beneﬁt from this
special functionality. Curves can be exported as either line segments or NURBS. Ex-
porting as line segments break the curve down into small, tessellated, line segments
that are exported as line or polyline entries. The tolerance of this tessellation can be
adjusted as requiring. NURBS will export the curve as an exact mathematical repre-
sentation of the curve. Although the former is an approximation of the curve, it is
the preferred form for the input data. VRML 2.0 has a very good compatibility with
diverse applications, it will be imported for rendering fragments. It has been shown
through experimentation that VRML models are able to satisfy the criterion of pre-
senting fragments in an interactive and collaborative virtual environment.
Following the steps described above, we can reconstruct the 3D models shown in
Figure 2.3 from pictures shown in Figure 2.2. In addition, the boundary curve also can
be extracted by PhotoModeller illustrated in Figure2.4
2.2 Resolution Analysis
In this section we focus on the accuracy of the computing data.
A critical question is whether there is enough resolution for software to reassem-
ble an artefact. Anyone who has tried to put back together a broken object knows
that there will be many ”false positive”-pairs that were not adjacent in the original
object. How much information a given length of one curve gives about the shape of
the matching section of the other curve can be approximated.
In [da Gama Leit˜ ao and Stolﬁ 2000; da Gama Leitao 1999; da Gama Leito and
Stolﬁ 2002] data typically consists of around 103 to 105 irregular fragment outlines,
each deﬁned by 103 sample points. The goal is to ﬁnd any pairs of curves that have12 Data Acquisition and 3D Model Generation
Figure 2.3: 3D model generated by PhotoModeller
Figure 2.4: Pictures of artefact§2.3 Experimental Issues 13
long sections with similar shapes−−as similar as expected from adjacent fragments
of the same object. By statistical analysis of the fragment shapes in [da Gama Leit˜ ao
and Stolﬁ 2000], they concluded that a 18 bits of useful information per centimeter is
a necessity to reassemble fragments.
Suppose there exist N fragment outlines, with average perimeter L. For
a given point p on the boundary of one fragment, there are O(NL) points
on other fragments that could be matched to p in the reconstructed object.
Inordertoidentifythecorrectmatch q, weneedtoextract log2(NL)+O(1)
bits of useful information from the shape of outline in the neighborhood
of p—”useful” in the sense that the same bits can be extracted, with high
probability, from the outline around q.
In their experiment,the average perimeter of the fragments in sample was about
2000 pixels (170mm). Since the outlines were digitized with a sampling step of 0.25
pixel(0.022mm),each outline could have average 8000 samples and each contour had
about 211 potential segments that could be matched to a given segment.
In our case, the average perimeter is about 110mm measured approximately by
PhotoModeller, the outline average samples are merely round 800 extracted samples.
Although it has reached 18 bit per centimeter criterion, it is not guaranteed in sense
of ”useful” that the same bits can be extracted, with high probability. Furthermore,
manually referencing process may involve errors. This could be a issue to effect the
matching computing result.
2.3 Experimental Issues
3D model generation using PhotoModeller is very time-consuming. Experience sug-
gests that each fragment from an archaeological site and with arbitrary shape should
take at least ﬁve photos from different view. Furthermore,each picture should also
have signiﬁcant common parts of the fragment with at least 2 other photos to facilitate
matching. The referencing mark points and curves are input manually. Concerning
Figure 2.5 which has been marked in our project, in order to produce a reasonable ac-
curate model and boundary curve, we have marked about 100 points, corresponded
all cross symbols to other pictures and corresponded the curves with circle symbols to
other pictures. This fragment has been reconstructed from 8 photos. It means we have
to repeat same processes on other 7 photos. It takes around two weeks to do this cor-
rectly! In short, this is extremely time-consuming work. It ought to be automatically
processed by computer in the future.
The correspondence marking and referencing are the most importance steps in
image-based modeling technique, greatly affecting ﬁnal 3D model, while the precise
referencingisdeterminedbyhowpatientlyoperatoris, andhowlonghespentoneach14 Data Acquisition and 3D Model Generation
Figure 2.5: This picture shows a fragment which has already been marked.
picture. In other words, the quality of ﬁnal product still indirectly relies on manual
workratherthanthecomputer. Whenhighresolutionmodelsarerequired, inaccuracy
is easily introduced in manual processing. For example, when we are marking, the
hand shaking slightly probably causes a large deviation.
When we create boundary curves using the ”curve tool” in PhotoModeller, Pho-
toModeller estimates 3D curves by interpolation so that there are sufﬁcient points can
describe the smooth curves. However points that are approximated by interpolation
may be different from original points on artefacts. This means it is impossible to get
the original boundary curves via PhotoModeller.Chapter 3
Matching Estimation
The problem of boundary-matching estimation is one of curve-matching in three di-
mensions. If one wants to match any two curves in space, the straightforward method
is to transform one of curves to a ”best” position respect with another curve. ”Best”
means minimized sum square error between any two correspondence points. The
famous ICP(Iterative Closest Points) [Besl and McKay 1992; Zhang 1994; Chen and
Medioni 1992]provides a method for registering two 3D point sets. It searches for
pairs of nearest points in two sets, and estimates the rigid transformation, which best
aligns them. This rigid transformation is then applied to one of the sets of points,
and the procedure is iterated until it convergence to a local minimum. However, this
method has two disadvantages. Firstly, it requires that the two curves are located
in the same coordinate space or, at least, the transformation between different coor-
dinate system is known. Secondly, it can not guarantee that the iteration always an
optimal result rather than a local minimum. It requires an initial placement for the
convergence of two curves to achieve an optimal result. So, at present, there are many
studies on initial placements for ICP.
Because data generated by PhotoModeller hides some useful information of the
originalartefacts, acoordinate-independentboundary-matchingmethodismuchmore
useful for our situation. Therefore the curve is converted to curvature and torsion vec-
tors before matching. Then, if considering a vector sequence as a string, the problem
can be resolved by a string matching-technique known as edit distance [Wagner and
Fischer 1974]. Finally, the similarity of two curves is able to be scored by sum of edit
operation times according to an operation’s weight.
The proposed approach is based on Horst Bunke et al ’s work [Bunke et al. 2004;
Bunke and B¨ uhler 1993], which proposes a coordinate-independent approach by in-
troducing the curvature and torsion of curves as primary identiﬁers. A polynomial
interpolation technique is used to approximate a curve. So a differentiable, piecewise
polynomial representation can be used to calculate curvature and torsion. However
the calculation of curvature and torsion requires third-order derivatives, The method
can be very unstable when noise is present or if the sample points are not uniformly
distributed. To deal with this we make use of a third order ENO (Essentially Non-
Oscillatory scheme) method [Harten 1989; Harten et al. 1987] to compute third-order
derivatives. This ensures improved robustness to noise. Alternatively, we may calcu-
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late the curvature angle (between tangents) and the torsion angle (between the binor-
mal vectors) instead of calculating curvature and torsion. Then the two sequences of
curvature and torsion vectors are translated into numeric-like and comparable form.
The edit distances of strings are calculated associating with according matching score.
The problem formulation and calculation of curvature and torsion is described
in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we discuss the string matching algorithm using edit
distances and improvement of this algorithm.
3.1 Mathematical Model
By using mathematical representation of a curve, the curve matching problem can
be transform into string matching problem. Thus the problem is placed into more
applicable and familiar area. In general:
Given two curves
− →
C1(s1) s1 ∈ [0, L1] and
− →
C2(s2) s2 ∈ [0, L2] in three dimensional
Euclidean coordinates, where s1 and s2 are arc lengths, there exists a transform map-
ping ω : [0, L1] → [0, L2] s2 = ω(s1), which maximizes the matching length, Lmax
while keeping the average sum error smaller than a certain noise threshold,. Saying
curve
− →
C1 best matches with curve
− →
C2 with matching length Lmax under mapping ω, is
equivalent to:
Lmax = max



Li
 
 
 
Li = ei − bi,
R ei
bi
 

− →
C1(s) −
− →
C2(ωi(s))
 
ds
ei − bi
< , 0 6 bi < ei 6 L1, s ∈ [0, L1]



(3.1.1)
In theory this result can be generalized to ﬁnd global maximization to solve an
arbitrary number of curve matches. However, the mapping function ωi(s) is not easy
to solve. One way of making progress can be found in the local theory of curves
[do Carmo 1976; Gray 1996]:
Theorem 3.1.1. Given differentiable functions κ(s) > 0 and τ(s), s ∈ I there exists a
regular parameterized curve
− →
C : I → R3 such that s is the arc length,κ(s) is the curvature,
and τ(s) is the torsion of
− →
C . Moreover any other curve
− →
C1 satisfying the same conditions,
differs from
− →
C by a rigid motion; that is, there exists an orthogonal linear map Ω of R3 with
positive determinant and a vector − → c such that
− →
C = Ω ◦
− →
C1 + − → c .
The beauty of this Theorem is that it implies that two curves which have identical
curvature and torsion are the same curve regardless of translation and rotation. This
characteristic provides the possibility to compare two curves in a coordinate indepen-
dent manner.§3.1 Mathematical Model 17
3.1.1 Curvature and Torsion
Curvature and torsion of a curve are deﬁned as
κ = |
− →
C
00
| (3.1.2)
τ =
1
κ2[
− →
C
0− →
C
00− →
C
000
] ,where[− → a
− →
b − → c ] =
 
 
 
ax ay az
bx by bz
cx cy cz
 
 
 
(3.1.3)
the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the arc length s.
− →
C
0
=
d
− →
C
ds
(3.1.4)
Consider t is the parameter of the curve that maps each value in an interval in R
intoapointC(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t)),inR3, insuchawaythatthefunctions x(t), y(t), z(t)
are differentiable. Thus:
s(t) =
Z t
0
ds =
Z t
0
q
d
− →
C · d
− →
C =
Z t
0
q
dx2 + dy2 + dz2 (3.1.5)
There are some interesting geometrical interpretations for
− →
C
0
,
− →
C
00
,
− →
C
000
.
− →
C
0
is the
slope of the curve at a point and it measures change rate along tangent line divergent
direction.The curvature at a point on the curve is the measure of how rapidly the
curve pulls away from the tangent line at that point. Similarly, torsion is the scalar
measure of the rate of deviation of the ”osculating plane” which contains the
− →
C
00
and
− →
C
00
vectors.
3.1.1.1 Polynomial Interpolation and Linear Least Squares
The polynomial interpolation is a simple numeric technique [Hildebrand 1987] to ap-
proximateacomplicatedcurveinthreedimensions. Consequently, apiecewise,differentiable,
polynomial can be used to compute derivatives. But the highest derivative must be
smaller than or equal to the degree of polynomial plus one. It can be generalized by:
Given a set of n+1 data points (xi, yi) where no two xi are the same, one is looking
for a polynomial p of degree at most n with the property, is equivalent to:
p(x) = anxn + an−1xn−1 + ··· + a2x2 + a1x + a0 (3.1.6)
The statement that p interpolates the data points means that:
p(xi) = yi,∀i ∈ {0,1···n} (3.1.7)18 Matching Estimation
If we merge 3.1.6 with 3.1.7 equation, we get a system of linear equations in the
coefﬁcients ai: 

 

xn
0 xn−1
0 ··· x0 1
xn
1 xn−1
1 ··· x1 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
xn
n xn−1
n ··· xn 1


 



 

an
an−1
. . .
a0


 

=


 

yn
yn−1
. . .
y0


 

Since no two xi are the same, the matrix have a non-zero determinant. So we can
get the p(x) by solving the above linear system equations.
To improve the approximation of polynomial, we can calculate the ai coefﬁcients
with additional sample points by Linear least squares. Linear Least Squaress is a
mathematical optimization technique to ﬁnd an approximate solution for a system
of linear equations that has no exact solution. Usually, It happens if the number of
equations is bigger than the number of variables. In over-constrained system, we may
be more interested in ”best” rather than ”exact” result.
In mathematical terms, we want to ﬁnd a solution for the ”equation”
Ax ≈ b
, where A is an m by n matrix (with m > n) and x and b are respectively n and
m dimensional column vectors. More precisely, we want to minimize the Euclidean
norm squared of the residual Ax − b, that is, the quantity
k Ax − b k= ([Ax]1 − b1)2 + ([Ax]2 − b2)2 + ··· + ([Ax]m − bm)2
where [Ax]i denotes the ith component of the vector Ax. Hence the name ”Least
Squares”. Using the fact that the squared norm of v is vTv, where vT stands for the
transpose of v, rewrite the expression as
(Ax − b)T(Ax − b) = (Ax)T(Ax) − bT(Ax) − (Ax)Tb + bTb
The two middle terms are equal, and the minimum is found at the zero of the
derivative with respect to x,
2ATAx − 2ATb = 0
Therefore the minimizing vector x is a solution of the normal equation
ATAx = ATb
Note that this corresponds to a system of linear equations. The matrix ATA on the
left-hand side is a square matrix, which is invertible if A has full column rank (that
is, if the rank of A is n). In that case, the solution of the system of linear equations is
unique and given by§3.1 Mathematical Model 19
x = (ATA)−1ATb
The matrix (ATA)−1ATb is called the pseudo inverse of A. We cannot use the true
matrix inverse of A (that is, A−1), because it does not exist as A is not a square matrix
(m 6= n).
At this stage, we know how to compute a n degree polynomial which approxi-
mates a curve and is differentiable under terms of n + 1. On the other hand when
constructing interpolating polynomials, there is a tradeoff between having a better
ﬁt and having a smooth well-behaved ﬁtting function. The more data points that
are used in the interpolation, the higher the degree of the resulting polynomial, and
therefore the greater oscillation it will experience between the data points. Therefore,
a high-degree interpolation may be a poor predictor of function between points, al-
though the accuracy at the data points will be ”perfect”. So next section is aimed to
solve this problem.
3.1.1.2 ENO Computation
Curvature involves coordinate derivatives of second order. Torsion involves coordi-
nate derivatives of third order. If we use ordinary methods to compute these high
order derivatives, the estimates are very unstable when noise exists or the sample
points are not uniformly separated
Under this considerations, we introduce the ENO schemes [Harten et al. 1987;
Harten 1989](Essential Non-Oscillatory Interpolation method)to compute the high or-
der derivatives.
In general numerical analysis [Conte and Boor 1980], splines or polynomials are
commonlyusedtointerpolatediscretedataandprovidegeometricestimates(orientation,
curvature, etc)in a variety of computer vision and graphics applications. Whereas the
estimates are generally reliable in regions where the data is smooth, they are prone
to error in the vicinity of discontinuities. This follows because such ﬁtting techniques
blur over discontinuities by propagating information across them. The key feature
of ENO schemes is an adaptive stencil high order interpolation which tries to avoid
shocks or high gradient regions whenever possible.
ThebasicprincipleforENOschemesisneighboringdiscontinuities, thesmoothing
is always from the side not containing the discontinuity. The basic idea is to select
between two contiguous sets of data points for interpolation the one which gives the
lower variation. For example to ﬁnd the polynomial approximation between the grid
points xi and xi + 1, a second-order polynomial can be constructed by adding either
xi−1 or xi+2, whichever produces the smoother polynomial that has a lower coefﬁcient
for the highest order term. A third -order polynomial is interpolated by choosing
an additional data point, and so on. In Figure 3.1, Obviously, the tangent line at C
point that is interpolated from both sides (the left graph) has a much larger change
comparing with interpolating from one side (the right graph).20 Matching Estimation
Figure 3.1: The common interpolation and the interpolation from one side
1. To compute the torsion at point pi = (xi, yi, zi),For coordinate component x,
consider a polynomial of degree three x(s) = a0 + a1s + a2s2 + a3s3, with coefﬁ-
cients a0, a1, a2 and a3.
2. We need pi,pi−1, ,pi+1 and either pi+2 or pi−2 to construct a linear equations.
The two group coefﬁcients can be obtain by solving the linear equations. One of
group coefﬁcients with a smaller coefﬁcient in highest order term(this case a3) is
chosen. x
0
= a1 + 2a2s + 3a3s2, x
00
= 2a2 + 6a3s, x
000
= 6a3
3. Similarly, we can get derivatives of other coordinate components y and z.
4. Then the torsion can be calculated by torsion formula.
Following the experiment of Kong et al [Kong and Kimia 2001] we illustrate the
difference between common techniques and ENO, by considering a cylindrical spiral
(x(s), y(s), z(s)) = (acos
s
√
a2 + b2,bsin
s
√
a2 + b2,
bs
√
a2 + b2) (3.1.8)
where a = 0.1,b = 0.2 .The curvature and torsion are constants, κ = a
a2+b2 = 2 and
τ = a
a2+b2 = 4. Now, we discretize the curve from s = 0 to s = 2 in 100 segments. The
length of every segment is 0.02 ± rand(0.01), where rand(0.01) is a random number
in the range [0,0.01]. We can get 101 sample points and 101 tuples (xi, yi, zi,si), i =
0,1,...,100. We use differences to approximate differentials. Similarly we can get high
order derivatives and the curvature and torsion. We compute the average, minimal
and maximal value of the curvature and torsion at the 101 points. The result is as the
following:
κaverage = 1.98,κmax = 2.27,κmin = 1.57,κstd = 0.22§3.1 Mathematical Model 21
Figure 3.2: The comparison between a common method and a ENO computation method
τaverage = 4.07,τmax = 5.99,τmin = 2.59,τstd = 0.64
We can see that the error is as large as 36% for curvature and 50% for torsion. The
mean error is 11% and 16% , respectively.
On the other hand, to calculate curvature and torsion using the third-order ENO,
consider the interpolation polynomial of degree three x(s) = a0 + a1s + a2x2 + a3s3,
coefﬁcients a0, a1, a2 and a3, and derivatives
x
0
= a1 + 2a2s + 3a3s2, s
00
= 2a2 + 6a3s, x
000
= 6a3 (3.1.9)
For a 3-D curve, we can get derivatives of three coordinate components, respectively,
to compute curvature and torsion. The curvature and torsion results from the above
example curve using ENO are
κaverage = 1.99,κmax = 2.03,κmin = 1.95,κstd = 0.02
τaverage = 4.04,τmax = 4.40,τmin = 3.66,τstd = 0.15
The maximum error is 2.5% for curvature and 10% for torsion and the mean error is
1.3% and 3.9% respectively. This result is a signiﬁcant improvement considering the
third derivative derivatives required to calculate torsion.
3.1.1.3 Curvature and Torsion Approximation
Instead of calculating curvature and torsion directly, we can calculate the change rate
of tangent angle and the change rate of the binormal angle to characterize a point on a22 Matching Estimation
curve. This is computationally inexpensive compared with the ENO computation. To
calculate these angles, we start with a series of points P = {p1, p2...pi, pi+1..}. Sup-
pose we solve the tangent angle and the binormal angle on point pi, We ﬁrst work
out the angle between the lines pi−1pi and pipi+1 based on the assumption that any
two points are close enough, then the line connected these points approximates the
tangent at that point. For the second step, we compute the angle between the binor-
mal vectors of ﬁrst plane conﬁrmed by points pi−1, pi, pi+1 and second plane with
points pi, pi+1, pi+2. Finally, the tangent angle and the binormal angle are divided by
the corresponding δs arc length to get the change rates. Although These values seem
irrelevant to curvature and torsion, in intuition we merely interested in a way to char-
acterize space pattern among points, do not need to strictly restrict in the curvature
and torsion’s deﬁnitions.
The change rate of tangent angle CA and the change rate of the binormal angle TA
formulas are given by:
− → n1 = − −− → pi−1pi × − −− → pipi+1 (3.1.10)
− → n2 = − −− → pipi+1 × − −−−− → pi+1pi+2 (3.1.11)
cosbi =
− → n1 · − → n2
|− → n1||− → n2|
(3.1.12)
sinbi =
− −− → pipi+1 · (− → n1 × − → n2)
|− −− → pipi+1||− → n1||− → n2|
(3.1.13)
TA =
arctan sinbi
cosbi
δs
(3.1.14)
CA =

 
 
arccos
− −−− → pi−1pi·− −−− → pipi+1
|− −−− → pi−1pi||− −−− → pipi+1|
δs bi 6 180
360−arccos
− −−− → pi−1pi·− −−− → pipi+1
|− −−− → pi−1pi||− −−− → pipi+1|
δs bi > 180
(3.1.15)
3.1.2 Noise Tolerance Improvement
In fact curvature and torsion have a emphasis on the vicinity. In our situation, which
computingdataarederivedfrommanuallymarkedpoints, curvatureandtorsionmay
have big deviation from original values. Probably those points have high noise caused
by incorrect marking. There are many reasons resulting bad marking. For instance,
operators’ hands slightly shake, obscure photos and so on.
Toavoidlocaldivergentbehaviors, Theycanbecalculatedasanaveragevalue/differed-
weight value in a given radius of neighborhood. In this manner the impact of singular
noise should be eliminated, gaining better estimation of curvature and torsion over
slightly large scope.
Till now, the product of above stages is a series of vectors, each vector has two
pieces of information curvature and torsion. They are regarded as strings will be§3.2 String Matching 23
compared in next section.
3.2 String Matching
After calculating curvature and torsion at a set of points, curves are represented as a
sequence of vectors that are considered as string. We strive to search a method that is
able to differentiate two strings and numerize the difference to digital value standing
for matching difference. Reviewing string match problem, we ﬁnd edit distance is
suited choice that qualify our requirements. It determines the distance between two
strings as measured by the minimum cost sequence of ”edit operations” needed to
change the one string into the other. The edit operations investigated allow changing
one symbol of a string into another single symbol, deleting one symbol, or inserting a
single symbol into a string.
3.2.1 Basic Edit Distance
The problem was ﬁrstly formalized in Wagner et al’s study [Wagner and Fischer
1974],brieﬂy:
Let x, y are any ﬁnite-length strings, —x— denotes length of string x and
∅ denotes the empty symbol. An edit operation is an ordered pair (x, y) 6=
(∅,∅) of strings of lengths less than 2, denoted by x → y. For all xi and yi,
the function f assigns nonnegative real-valued costs to the following edit
operations: substitute operation, f(xi → yi) > 0(it is also known as match
if xi = yj); delete operation, f(xi → ∅) > 0;and insert operation,f(∅ →
yi) > 0. The function f can be extended to a sequence of edit operations
E = e1,e2...ek,by deﬁning the cost of a sequence as f(E) = ∑
k
i=1 f(ei).The
edit distance δ between strings x and y is then expressed as
d(x, y) = min{f(S)|S is an edit sequence transforming x to y}
Edit distance is computed by working on a dynamic programming matrix D called
edit graph (Figure ) deﬁned by (|x|+1) rows and (|y|+1) columns. In edit graph, any
element is determined by the minimum over summation of its left element and delete
operation, summation of its right element and insert operation, and summation of its
left right element and substitute operation. Accordingly, the recursive formulation is
given:
D(i, j) = min{Di − 1, j − 1+ f(xi → yj), D(i−1, j)+ f(xi → ∅), D(i, j−1)+ f(∅ → yj)}
(3.2.1)
The proof of correctness can be found in [Wagner and Fischer 1974]. Below is
pseudo code for edit distance algorithm:24 Matching Estimation
Edit Distance(x, y):
D(0,0) ← 0
for i ← 1 to |x|
do D(i,0) ← D(i − 1,0) + f(xi → ∅)
for j ← 1 to |y|
do D(0, j) ← D(0, j − 1) + f(∅ → yj)
for i ← 1 to |x|
do for j ← 1 to |y|
do m1 ← D(i − 1, j − 1) + f(xi → yj)
m2 ← D(i − 1, j) + f(xi → ∅)
m3 ← D(i, j − 1) + f(∅ → yj)
D(i, j) ← min{m1,m2,m3}
return D(|x|,|y|)
The computation of edit distance takes exactly 1 + |x| + |y| + 4 × |x| × |y| times
(exclusive of those implicit in the iterations),so complexity is (|x||y|).
3.2.2 Edit Distance for Cyclic Strings
In our project, we assume that each fragment has no thickness at all so that only
one boundary curve associated with one fragment. In addition, boundary curves are
closed or cyclic. In order to adapt this assumption, the edit distance ought to extend
to cyclic string.
The investigations on cyclic string edit distance are categorized into two different
methodologies. One is approximating method to calculate edit distance, for exam-
ple Horst Bunke et al [Bunke and B¨ uhler 1993] and Ram´ on Alberto Mollineda et al
[Mollineda et al. 2002]. On the other hand M. Maes [Maes 1990], Andr´ es Marzal et
al [Marzal and Barrachina 2000; Peris and Marzal 2002] work on exact edit distance
for cyclic string. The approximating approach considerably reduce the computation
load but it estimates the one low bound of edit distance. Maes [Maes 1990] proposed
a divide and conquer algorithm that calculate exact edit distance with time cost to
O(|x||y|log|x|), Subsequently Marzal, Barrachina, and Peris [Marzal and Barrachina
2000; Peris and Marzal 2002] reformulated this method as a branch and bound al-
gorithm and proposed bounding functions that produce a signiﬁcant speeding up of
Maes algorithm while maintaining its worst-case complexity. At recent Marzal et al’s
work [Jim´ enez et al. 2004] , they proposed an approach that adapt Kth shortest path
to ﬁnd exact edit distance from the algorithm proposed by Horst Bunke et al [Bunke
and B¨ uhler 1993], the total time has been improved to O(|x||y| + K(|x| + |y|)).
For our project, we choose Maes’ algorithm with Marzal et al’s improvement, and
Horst Bunke et al’s algorithm with Kth shortest path improvement. Because the exact
edit distance are much more reliable and precise.§3.2 String Matching 25
3.2.2.1 The Branch and Bound Algorithm
In Maes’s study [Maes 1990], the Cyclic edit distance is achieved by computing the
minimum edit distance between a string y and any substring of length |x| from the
concatenation of string x with itself, x · x. His algorithm is based on bellow principle:
Theorem 3.2.1. Let P(k) be an optimal edit path between σk(x) and y on the edit graph of
x · x and y. Given three integers 0 6 j < k < 1 < |x|, if the optimal edit paths P(j) and
P(l) do not cross each other, then there is an optimal edit path P(k) which does not cross either
P(j) or P(k).
Following the principle, The algorithm ﬁrst computes P(0) and P(|x|). Then, it
computes P(d|x|/2e) by visiting only the nodes between P(0) and P(|x|). The new
path allows us to compute P(d|X|/4e) by visiting only the nodes between P(0) and
P(|x|/2), and P(d3|x|/4e) by visiting only the nodes between P(d|x|/2e) and P(|x|);
and so on. Once P(0), P(1), . . . , P(|x|) are known, the cyclic edit distance is given by
the weight of the best path.
This non-crossing property considerably reduces the searching space of edit dis-
tance algorithm. During every Iteration, it squeezes a new optimal edit path into area
between two computed edit paths. Following is non-crossing edit distance pseudo
code:
Suppose Spmpn is a set of nodes that are bounded by the ﬁrst row,the last row, pm
edit path and pn edit path. Ei is a set of nodes that are in the edit graph of offset i.
Ipm,pni =

e|e ∈ Spmpn ∩ Ei
	
NCED(x, y, pm, pn,shift):
D(0,0) ← 0
for i ∈

e|e ∈ Ipm,pnshift and e at the ﬁrst row of edit graph
	
do D(i,0) ← D(i − 1,0) + f(xi → ∅)
for j ∈

e|e ∈ Ipm,pnshift and e at the ﬁrst column of edit graph
	
do D(0, j) ← D(0, j − 1) + f(∅ → yj)
for j ← 1 to |y|
do for i ∈

e|e ∈ Ipm,pnshift and e at the jth row of edit graph
	
do if the position is on boundary
then if (i − 1, j − 1) ∈ Ipm,pnshift
then m1 ← D(i − 1, j − 1) + f(x(i+shift)%|x| → yj)
else m1 ← ∞
if (i − 1, j) ∈ Ipm,pnshift
then m2 ← D(i − 1, j) + f(x(i+shift)%|x| → ∅)
else m2 ← ∞
if (i, j − 1) ∈ Ipm,pnshift
then m3 ← D(i, j − 1) + f(∅ → yj)26 Matching Estimation
else m3 ← ∞
else
m1 ← D(i − 1, j − 1) + f(x(i+shift)%|x| → yj)
m2 ← D(i − 1, j) + f(x(i+shift)%|x| → ∅)
m3 ← D(i, j − 1) + f(∅ → yj)
D(i, j) ← min{m1,m2,m3}
return D(|x|,|y|)
Marzal et al propose Branch and Bound algorithm in [Marzal and Barrachina 2000;
Peris and Marzal 2002], The algorithm introduces a range in the search space that is
a pair (j,l), satisfying 0 < j,l < |x|,l − j > l. Initially, the algorithm computes the
edit distance d(x, y), and initializing the set of live search ranges, S, to (0,|x|). S is a
priority queue sorted by the value of g, a function that computes a lower bound of
edit distance. On each iteration, comparison between suboptimal edit distance and a
minimum of lower bound suggests whether there are still some ranges leading to the
smaller edit distance. If so, the best range (j,l), associated with the minimum lower
bound, is divided into (j,k),(k,l) and a singleton k,where k = j + d(l − j)/2e. Then
it computes the current edit distance between Pi and Pj edit path. The minimum of
previous and current edit distances is stored as suboptimal edit distance. Finally, to
infer whether or not (j,l) and (k,l) lead to smaller edit distance, they need to be added
to S, the lower bounds associating with (j,k) and (k,l) are compared with suboptimal
edit distance.
For convenience, σi(x) denotes the cyclic string derived from a original cyclic
string x is shifted i. Ci denotes the cost of insertion operation, Cd denotes the cost
of deletion operation. So a simple lower bound function is given as:
g(i,k) =
d(σi(x), y) + d(σk(x), y) − (Ci + Cd)(k − i)
2
The pseudo code of Branch and Bound Algorithm is show below.
BBA(x, y):
dopt ← d(x, y)
S ← (0,|x|)
while S 6= 0 and dopt > min(i0,k0)∈S(max(0, g(i0,k0)))
do (i,k) is assigned value of (i0,k0) which associates the minimum of lower bounds in S.
S ← S − (i,k)
j ← d(i + k)/2e
dopt ← min(dopt,d(σj(x), y))
if j − i > 1 and g(i, j) < dopt
then S ← S ∪ (i, j)
if k − j > 1 and g(j,k) < dopt
then S ← S ∪ (j,k)
return dopt§3.2 String Matching 27
Figure 3.3: Shortest path on edit graph
Since every time (i,k) was splitted into two subproblem (i, j) and (j,k), the worst-
case the while loop should be executed log|x| times. On the other hand edit distance
can be achieved with O(|x||y|). So totally the complexity is O(|x||y|log|x|).
3.2.2.2 Kth Shortest Paths on Cyclic Edit Distance
Horst Bunke et al has proposed a algorithm that computes the cyclic edit distance
within O(|x||y|), but it only evaluates a lower bound of exact edit distance. On the
basis of Horst Bunke et al’s work, Marzal et al devise a new algorithm that explicitly
ﬁnd the exact edit distance in modiﬁed edit graph by using Kth shortest paths. Con-
sequently, It meliorates the performance from O(|x||y|log(|x|)) to O(|x||y| + K(|x| +
|y|)).
A original edit distance algorithm works on a dynamic programming matrix, that
Intuitively can be relevant to the shortest path problem on a edit graph. As illus-
trated by Figure 3.3, a edit graph was constructed to match string a=bbccacaab with
string b=aabbcc. For simplicity, we presume costs of all edit operations are equal
to 1. The edit graph is |a| + 1 by |b| + 1 matrix with right arrows stand for dele-
tion, up arrows stand for insertion and diagonal arrows stand for substitution, where
|a|, |b| are lengths of strings respectively. In addition edit graph is also a Directed
Acyclic Graph(DAG). Therefore the edit distance actually is shortest path between
D(0,0) and D(|a| + 1,|b| + 1). for instance, the black line indicates one of shortest
path, sum of cost on this path is edit distance. It can be resolved in O(V + E) =
O((|a| + 1)(|b| + 1) + 3(|a| + 1)(|b| + 1) − 2(|a| + |b| + 1)) = O(|a||b|).
Likewise, a cyclic edit distance could establish a resemble edit graph for the ﬁrst
string and the second string concatenated with itself, but a cyclic edit graph is formed28 Matching Estimation
Figure 3.4: Kth shortest path on cyclic edit graph
in a slight different manner with a common edit graph. Concerning the Figure 3.4,
it illustrates Kth shortest paths on a cyclic edit graph in order to match cyclic string
a=bbccacaabwith b=aabbcc. Atﬁrst, thecycliceditdistanceworksondifferentdimen-
sion matrix due to concatenation of second string, in this case |a|+1 by 2|b|. Secondly,
a extra source node and sink node need to be added into graph, source node should
be linked against D(0, j) with directed edge of cost 0, where j = {k|0 6 k 6 |b|} and
similarly sink node should be link against D(|a|+1, j) with with directed edge of cost
0, where j = {k||b| 6 k 6 2|b|}.
Horst Bunke et al studied an approach that computes an approximate edit dis-
tance that has been highlighted by black color in Figure 3.4. We can notice the black
path crosses |a| + 1 = 10 rows and |b| + 1 = 7 columns. Although the result of the al-
gorithm achieves a minimum cost, one character in second string has been compared
twice. This is not exact edit distance. As to obtain the exact edit distance, we need
to introduce extra criteria: edit path is an exact edit path if only if it crosses |a| + 1
rows and |b| columns. Under this condition, Marzal et al ﬁnd exact edit distance by
enumeration in order of ascending cost of edit distance until the ﬁrst one which of
criteria are met.
The pseudo code of Kth shortest path Cyclic edit distance algorithm is given:§3.2 String Matching 29
Let edit graph G = (V, E).
Kth Shortest(s,t, G):
for all v ∈ V
do P(v,1) ← shortest path(s,v)
k ← 1
while number of rows crossed by P(t,k) not equal to |b|
do k ← k + 1
P(t,k) ← nextPath(t,k, G)
return P(t,k)
nextPath(v,k, G):
if k = 2
then C(v) ← {P(u,1) + (u,v)|(u,v) ∈ E, P(v,1) 6= P(u,1) + (u,v)}
if v = s
then return∅
else p1 ← P(v,k − 1) − (u,v) where (u,v) ∈ P(v,k − 1)
ﬁnd out k0 such that p1 = P(u,k0)
if P(u,k0 + 1) has not already been calculated
then P(u,k0 + 1) ← nextPath(u,k0 + 1, G)
if P(u,k0 + 1) 6= ∅
then C[v] ← C[v] + {(P(u,k0 + 1) + (u,v))}
if C[v] = ∅
then return∅
else return the path with minimum cost in C[v]
Thecomplexityanalysisandcorrectnessproofcanbefoundin[Jim´ enezandMarzal
1999].30 Matching EstimationChapter 4
Collaborative and Interactive
Reconstruction
In the chapter, we introduce the modern group-to-group communication platform Ac-
cess Grid and explain how does a shared application function and how to integrate
virtual constructor into an Access Grid as a shared application. Ultimately archaeolo-
gists are able to beneﬁt from both the support from other distant cooperators and the
local Matching estimation in the mean time.
4.1 Collaborative Work Through the Access Grid
The Access Grid is a new generation media communication platform, it is able to
organize the human communication and associating information in a form-free style
that is varying by speciﬁc customizable implementation. This concept is stated at
http : //www.accessgrid.org.
The Access Grid (AG) is the ensemble of resources that can be used to
support human interaction across the grid. It consists of multimedia dis-
play, presentation and interactions environments, interfaces to grid mid-
dleware, interfaces to visualization environments. The Access Grid will
supportlarge-scaledistributedmeetings, collaborativeworksessions, sem-
inars, lectures, tutorials and training. The Access Grid design point is
group to group communication (thus differentiating it from desktop to
desktop based tools that focus on individual communication). The Access
Grid environment must enable both formal and informal group interac-
tions. Large-format displays integrated with intelligent or active meeting
rooms are a central feature of the Access Grid nodes (AGNs). Access Grid
nodesare”designedspaces”thatexplicitlycontainthehigh-endaudioand
visual technology needed to provide a high-quality compelling user expe-
rience.
Thevirtualmeetingspace, wherepeoplecometogethertocollaborateintheAccess
Grid, is called a Virtual Venue. If authorized, the Venue provides users with all the
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necessary information needed to communicate with each other, including audio and
video streams, user capabilities, data, services, applications, and connections to other
venues. Users connect to a Virtual Venue from their particular environment, identiﬁed
as a node, which contains collaborative resources needed to provide high-quality user
experiences. Access Grid users are given the ability to conﬁgure nodes according to
their own preference. In this way we can form a collaborative work space.
Collaboration by deﬁnition is the process of working together, especially in a joint
intellectual effort. Collaboration can be thought of as a skill. It is something which
requires practice in order to be successful. Many corporate and educational institu-
tions are advocating the use of collaboration as a process that gets them more for their
money while boosting creativity and break-through thinking. Collaborations provide
an effective way for individuals to understand and solve community-wide problems.
They bring together diverse opinions and ideas which can be used to develop a solu-
tion. By allowing representation from each affected organization, it is more likely that
a solution will be reached which is supported by the entire community.
Collaborating with participants who do not reside in the same physical area often
means that participants must incur long distance phone charges, travel expenses, and
lost time from work.By holding meetings and events over the Access Grid, users can
join the cooperative work from their own locations at a time when it is convenient for
all participants.
In archaeological studies, it is difﬁcult for an individual archaeologist to ﬁnd an
effective solution to a problem with a limited fragment collection. By joining forces
with other archaeologists, expertise and resources can be combined to reach a faster
and more effective solution that is beneﬁcial to all archaeologists.
The utilization of the Access Grid removes physical distance as an obstacle and
also provides an opportunity for more archaeologists to become involved in collabo-
ration.
4.2 Access Grid Shared Applications
A shared application is a piece of software that enhances collaboration, where two or
more people are allowed to view, modify, and add information simultaneously. The
Access Grid Toolkit supports parallel collaborative work electronically with several
shared applications included in the software. But more important, the Access Grid
Toolkit can be extended to include shared plug-in applications.
A shared application typically includes information that represents the state of the
application session. The Application Service, created in the Venue when a session
starts, should be used for storing the state data. Each client joining the session will
then be able to load the data and perform necessary updates. Also, to synchronize
participants during the application session, clients should send events to notify any§4.2 Access Grid Shared Applications 33
Figure 4.1: Shared Application Architecture from the Access Grid documentation
changes they make to the state. This kind of mechanism is a best and shortest routine
to plug the local probability estimation into collaborative work via Access Grid.
Figure 4.1 illustrates a basic shared application architecture. When an application
session is started, the Application Factory that usually presents in the Venue1 creates
an Event Channel used for transmission of messages between Application Clients.
While It also starts a web service for the application object in the Venue, the Applica-
tion Service, used for client registration and storage of necessary state information. In
addition, The Event Channel and the Application Service enable the Venue to provide
a mechanism for discovery, coherence and synchronization among application clients.
Application Client should implement ShareAppClient Interface to communicate with
Venue.
1Venue is a autonomous domain in Access Grid34 Collaborative and Interactive ReconstructionChapter 5
Implementation
This chapter is aimed to explain the implementation for proposed project. Our appli-
cation is known as Virtual Reconstructor. It was written primarily by Java and Python
owing to the fact that these two object-oriented programming languages have high
degree ﬂexibility and extendability. In following sections the explanation are parti-
tioned into ﬁve aspects: 3D User Interface Design, Interactive Manipulation, Shared
Application, Curve Matching Algorithms, and Media Framework Assistance. They
will cover important features, implementing techniques and issues in detail.
5.1 User Interface Design
VirtualReconstructorisdesignedtoinvolvemultiplearchaeologistsworkingtogether,
but archaeologists may also want to have their private space that they can use for
processing artefacets individually. To achieve this purpose, Virtual Reconstructor
should at least have two kinds of spaces, one for shared collaboration, another for
individual work. Furthermore, it should be easy for these two kinds of spaces to
exchange data when they are required. In addition, matching estimation can result
in rank-list of the artefacts according to similarity. The top four artefacts in rank-list
should also be displayed. Therefore, we decide that Virtual Reconstructor has ﬁve
independent virtual spaces, one has large size is used to shared collaboration, others
have small size are used to display the rank-list and individual work.
Firstly, an artefact is modeled by PhotoModeller and exported as a 3D model ﬁle
and a boundary curve ﬁle. Then Virtual reconstructor should provide a convenient
way to load 3D model ﬁle (a boundary curve ﬁle will be described in 5.4). All 3D
model ﬁles and boundary curve ﬁles are properly stored in a directory. Java does
provides powerful facilities for supporting ﬁle system operations. For instance, JTree
with customized icon rendering and state Listeners is able to provide a traditional hi-
erarchy view of a ﬁle system and also allow to interactively operate a particular ﬁle.
JFilechooser is a handy ﬁle system browser, it supports open a ﬁle, multiple ﬁles, di-
rectory, save a ﬁle, and ﬁles ﬁltering. In our design, JTree facilities display the context
in a certain working directory ,which can be conﬁgured by users, so that users can
quickly load frequently-used 3D model if they put the 3D models in that directory.
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Figure 5.1: Layout of Virtual Reconstructor
A open dialog implemented by JFileChooser class allows users to freely browse and
load 3D model over a entire ﬁle system. Both of them together contribute a friendly
and easy means to load 3D models into Virtual Reconstructor.
Moreover, Virtual Reconstructor contains the File, Match, Record, Network and
About four menus. Each of them has distinguished functionalities. File submenu re-
alizes a open operation, save operation and exit operation. The Match menu is intent
to rank artefacts by the matching algorithms. The Record menu can capture a proce-
dure of reconstruction as a movie or images. The Network menu is used to establish
collaborative connections with other remote Virtual Reconstructors. Additionally, a
toolbar is placed under menu bar to create some useful shortcuts for helpful func-
tionalities. As a result, the layout of our Virtual Reconstructor is illustrated as Figure
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5.2 3D Interactive Manipulation
Virtual Reconstructor intentionally provides a 3D virtual interactive environment to
help archaeologists to reconstruct artefacts. Therefore, 3D view of world is a major
attribute of Virtual Reconstructor. Java3D has very strong compatibility with Java, it
also considerably supports the various 3D modeling languages, such as VRML, OBJ,
3DS. So it is the best choice for 3D representation in this circumstance. The 3D repre-
sentation does not only open a 3D virtual world for users, but it also a central com-
ponent of entire design. Most of functionalities, such as mouse dragging, recording
procedure, are derived from it and expanded as its helpful extensions
EachvirtualspaceinVirtualReconstructorisanindependent3Drenderingpipeline.
Totally, there are ﬁve 3D rendering pipelines needed, and this seems to introduce in-
tensive usage of CPU and GPU resources when all pipelines are running. In fact, most
of time an archaeologist only can operate artefacts in one virtual space. and then move
to work on the other virtual space. Under this consideration, we can schedule the 3D
piplelines of virtual spaces in an effective way. The basic principle is only when the
geometrical data have been modiﬁed, the according pipelines need to be started in
order to update for the latest state information. Especially, we wrote a RenderCon-
trolCanvas3D class that has capabilities of starting and stoping pipelines at any time,
and a subclass CustomizedCanvas3D inherits from it. So every virtual space associ-
ated with an instance of CustomizedCanvas3D class is able to more efﬁciently manage
its 3D pipeline.
Java3D introduces the fundamental structure scene graph as its basis of 3D repre-
sentation. Scene graph is an object-oriented structure that partitions graphical scene
in terms of logic and spatial. It allows to group conceptual information with spatial
3D representation. For instance, color and transparency information can be associ-
ated with a scene. Thus, ﬂexibility and compatibility of scene graph are the most
attractive for designer. In our design, we group a TransformGroup and a artefact 3D
model together, and assign an unique identiﬁer. When a interactive operation occurs,
the nearest pickable scene is applied corresponding transformation. If remote Virtual
Reconstructors exist, a transformation matrix and a identiﬁer is sent to them.
As mentioned, Each 3D model associates with a TransformGroup which sustains
its current position into a 4 by 4 transform matrix. Each time a interaction happens, we
merely need to update transform matrix correctly. All operations begin with clicking
a leaf node in JTree view or making use of the open dialog, it dose load corresponding
3D model at center of an activated virtual space 1. Then, traditional spatial scene
operations rotation, translation, and zoom can be applied to the 3D model. Java3D
does offers a set of helpful MouseBehaviors which support spatial scene operations,
such as MouseRotate, MouseTranslate, MouseZoom. However, we need to add the
facilities of controlling 3D pipelines. furthermore, MouseTranslate and MouseZoom
affect only respecting to a 3D model self rather than view point. This looks like not
verynatural, whenoneisdraggingmousetowardsleft, a3Dmodelismovingtowards
1default is shared virtual space, clicking on the virtual space to activate it38 Implementation
right or up. So we re-implemented suitable rotation, translation, zoom operations. In
addition, we may also want to change a view point horizontally and vertically, or reset
the view point at default position. These can be implemented as keyboard functions.
Some combinations of mouse and keyboard can be applied to delete a 3D model from
a virtual space or transfer a 3D model between any virtual spaces. All in all, there are
nine interactive operations can be applied to a 3D model.
1. Rotate operation. It rotates a 3D model against the 3D model’s coordinates,
when the left button of mouse is dragged. It measures a small variation of
mouse’s position at two points of time, interpreting the vertical and horizon-
tal variation into a corresponding X axis and Y axis rotation quantity. If Virtual
Reconstructor has been started in the shared mode2 and manipulation occurs in
a shared virtual space, a updated matrix will also be sent.
2. Translation operation through X and Y axis direction. It translates a 3D model
in the X and Y dimensions, when the middle button of mouse is dragged. This
is different from the original java3D implementation. When the view point has
changed, the translating X and Y axes are also changed. The two axes actually
ﬁrm a plane that is always perpendicular with line linking the view point and
the center of virtual space. A movement of mouse in 2D computer screen can
then be exactly mapped to that plane. If Virtual Reconstructor is started in the
shared mode and manipulation occurs in a shared virtual space, a updated ma-
trix will also be sent.
3. Translation operation through Z axis direction. It translates a 3D model in Z
dimension, when the middle button of mouse is dragged and the control key is
held as well. It measures a small variation of mouse’s position along the vertical
direction, mapping the variation to a line between the view point and the center
of virtual space. If Virtual Reconstructor has been started in the shared mode
and manipulation occurs in a shared virtual space, a updated matrix will also be
sent.
4. Transfer operation. When one holds the control key and uses the left button of
mouse to drag a 3D model from a source virtual space to a destination virtual
space, then releases mouse button. It transfers the 3D model from one virtual
space to other. Presuming Virtual Reconstructor is started in the shared mode.
If It happens from a shared virtual space to a individual space, a removing com-
mand will be sent to other remote Virtual Reconstructors in order to delete the
same 3D model in their shared virtual spaces. Oppositely, If it happens from
a individual virtual space to a shared virtual space, a adding command will
be sent to other remote Virtual Reconstructors in order to import the same 3D
model in their shared virtual spaces. Otherwise, If it happens from a individual
virtual space to a individual virtual space, nothing need to be done at remote
Virtual Reconstructors’ side.
2The shared mode means Virtual Reconstructor has established network connections with other re-
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5. Remove operation. It simply removes a 3D model from a virtual space, when
both the left button of mouse and control key are pressed. If Virtual Reconstruc-
tor has been started in the shared mode and manipulation occurs in a shared
virtual space, a removing command will be sent to other remote Virtual Recon-
structors in order to delete the same 3D model in their shared virtual spaces.
6. Import operation. It load a 3D model into a virtual space through the interaction
with ﬁle system hierarchy or open dialog. If Virtual Reconstructor has been
started in the shared mode and manipulation occurs in a shared virtual space, a
adding command will be sent to other remote Virtual Reconstructors in order to
add the same 3D model in their shared virtual spaces.
7. Change view angle operation. It allow to view scenes from different perspec-
tives in a virtual space. When the up, down, left and right key is pressed, the
position of the view point is changed in a vertical and a horizontal circle whose
origin is the center of the virtual space and radius maintains unchanged. This
operation only modiﬁes a way to observe scene and it does not affect the posi-
tions of the scenes.
8. Zoom operation. It translates a view point along the line ﬁrmed by the view
point and the center of virtual space, when Home and End key is pressed. This
operation results in the zoom in/out effects, but it does not change the scales of
the scenes.
9. Reset view point operation. It restores the position of a view point to default po-
sition, when the ”=” key is pressed. This only affects local Virtual Reconstructor.
Java is claimed immune to memory leaking because it has a powerful garbage
collector that should take care of memory releasing. Actually, the garbage collector
wasn’t smart enough to work out every thing correctly. It uses a simple idea that
only an object without any references should be garbage-collected. If an object has
any references, Java presumes it is still needed. An issue coming out from our im-
plementation is that Scene graph in Java3D is so ﬂexible that it is very easy to create
a circular-reference chain among objects. If we detach the circular-reference chain
as whole, Java will recognize these objects are still alive, won’t release them. This
Java3D’s bug is tricky to ﬁx because we have to split the circular-reference chain into
separate pieces again.
5.3 The Shared Application
Virtual Reconstructor is capable of providing a collaborative environment to allow
multiple archaeologists to be involved. It is implemented on the basis of a shared ap-
plication of Access Grid. The Interface of the shared application is written by Python
programming language. Unfortunately, our Virtual Reconstructor is implemented by40 Implementation
Java programming languages. So we have to face the issue how to make Python and
Java communicate with each other. We have two kinds of solutions.
First solution is Java and Python programming language integration. There are
three open source distributions available to bridge Java with Python.
1. JEP (Java Embedded Python) embeds Python in Java.It is safe to use in a heavily
threaded environment, it is quite fast and its stability since it is constituted on
the Java Native Interface routines. It has a very good support for Java calling
to Python, but its installation is very complex except on Windows operating
System.
2. JPE (Java Python Extension) JPE is a seamless, complete, and efﬁcient integra-
tion of Java and Python. JPE provides Java access to Python’s native extension,
and Java’s Swing to Python developpers. JPE was initially developed in 2002,
and it also stopped maintaining in same year. It only supports a limited library
although it supports bi-directional communication between Python and Java.
3. JPype is an effort to allow Python programs full access to java class libraries.
This is achieved not through re-implementing Python, as Jython/JPython3 has
done, but rather through interfacing at the native level in both Virtual Machines.
It’s very easy to install, it have very good support for Python calling to Java,
and it also provides a Python’s implementation of Java’s interface functionality
to allow Java to callback.
Compared above three distributions , we ﬁnally decide to use the JPype to inte-
grate Java with Python together. To implement this mechanism, basically we need
another Python script. Thus, we have a Java part and a Python part. The Java part
need to have some proper methods to process incoming messages from Python part.
For instance, the import operation mentioned in the last section should be invoked by
the certain type of incoming messages. The Java part also need to deﬁne a interface
for invoking the Python part to send outgoing messages via the Access Grid Shared
Application mechanism. The Python part creates a SharedReconstructor class derived
from SharedAppClient class in Access Grid package so that it can send messages to
other shared applications through a Event Channel. This class also implements the
interface that is deﬁned in Java part.
A typical scenario of Virtual Reconstructor in shared mode is:
1. Venue Client invokes Virtual Reconstructor, this ﬁrstly starts the Python part.
2. Create a instance of Java part.
3. Create a instance of SharedReconstructor.
3Jython is generated by a very similar idea to Python, It is fully implemented by Java so that it full
supports Java libraries. However it can not share libraries with Python even though they look like very
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4. Then pass SharedReconstructor as a reference to Java part, pass Java part as a
reference to SharedReconstructor.
5. Start Java part.
6. If a archaeologist operate a 3D model, it creates a outgoing message in the Java
part, and then sends the message to Python part via SharedReconstructor refer-
ence. Finally the message is sent to other Virtual Reconstructors via Access Grid
shared application mechanism.
7. If a incoming message is received from Access Grid shared application Event
channel in the Python part. The message is passed to Java path via reference.
The Java part processes it and calls a proper methods to display correct feedback
to the archaeologist.
The second solution makes use of XML−RPC to communicate between python
and java interfaces. XML−RPC is remote procedure calling using HTTP as the trans-
port and XML as the encoding. XML-RPC is designed to be as simple as possible,
while allowing complex data structures to be transmitted, processed and returned.
A set of compatible XML-RPC implementations that span all operating systems, pro-
gramminglanguages, dynamicandstaticenvironments, opensourceandcommercial,
for Perl, Python, Java, Frontier, C/C++, Lisp, PHP, Microsoft .NET, Rebol, Real Basic,
Tcl, Delphi, WebObjects and Zope.
This solution has the same principle. In the Python part creates a XML−RPC
server and client. In the Java part also creates a XML−RPC server and client. When
the messages are passed between Java part and Python part, It makes remote proce-
dure call instead of calling methods via reference.
There is an issue concerning on JPype threading. It is not possible for JPype to
use threads created from Java, since there is no callback available. This makes things
tricky. When a user manipulates a 3D model by a mouse, a thread associated with the
mouse should invoke the method to send message via a SharedReconstructor refer-
ence to the Python part. However, JPype can not use that thread associated with the
mouse. Finally, We come up a idea that create a special thread in the Python part for
the Java part, let the thread holds reference in a inﬁnite loop in Java part. In the Java
part, we make use of ”synchronized” key word to coordinate the mouse thread and
that special thread.
5.4 Curve-Matching Algorithms
The implementation for the curve matching algorithm is the most difﬁcult part. More-
over, It does not only require a correct implementation, but also requires high perfor-
mance and optimized utilization of resources.42 Implementation
Java language is famous for its object-oriented design. The object-oriented pro-
gramming is generalization procedure, it captures the common information and ab-
stracts,constructs more understandable, vivid, high-level classiﬁcation. As a result,
it is a more human-readable programming language. It also dramatically improve
reusability of code in terms of software engineering.
In this part, we decide to give up following this well-designed structure. We fol-
lows a principle of simple is equal to fast instead. In the meantime, we also have to
face the problems raised by the principle. It tends to make code harder to understand
and maintain. It may increase speed by reducing the extensibility of the code. Because
the curve matching algorithms is the most speed-sensitive part in Virtual Reconstruc-
tor as it requires many execution iterations. The input data (3D closed curves) and
output data (a rank-list) are deliberately used in our particular case, it is not suitable
for a generalized case at all, and it may not also be reuse any more. As long as it is self-
contained and autonomous, we still can consider it whole as a independent module.
Thus, A simpliﬁcation strategy is a better choice for our case. For instance:
1. We implement our own data structure instead of using Java’s implementation,
such as binary heap, cross product, dot product and so on.
2. We avoid creating a large data structure inside of a loop each time, we put all
them at the initial stage instead.
3. We also try to avoid calling methods, using ”synchronized” key word and catch-
ing exception in the most critical iterations.
Presume we begin with two boundary curve ﬁles. Each of them includes a se-
quence of points in three dimensions. A sequence of curvature and torsion vectors is
computed by Polynomial Interpolation with Least Squares Solution, ENO Computa-
tion, and Curvature and Torsion Angle. Because the curvature and torsion are mea-
surements of neighboring change rate, They describe how intensive do the changes
appear on neighborhood. So the values of curvature and torsion are determined by
the shape of the curve within neighborhood and a scope of neighborhood. For ex-
ample, a point, its ﬁfty predecessor points and its ﬁfty successor points are deﬁned
as a neighborhood. On the other hand, a point, its ten predecessor points and its ten
successor points are deﬁned as a neighborhood. If we apply these two kinds of de-
ﬁnitions to same point on a curve, and then compute curvature and torsion at that
point, we will probably get different results. Under this consideration, we introduce a
single, two hybrid and three hybrid mode to calculate the curvature and torsion. The
singlemodeallowtocalculatethecurvatureandtorsionwithacustomizedscope. The
two hybrid and three hybrid mode do not only allow to customize a scope, but also
allow to calculate two or three times with different scopes and calculate a customized-
weightedsumasaresult. Thereisanotheradvantage. Inputboundarycurveisalways
varied from categories. Some boundary curves may have signiﬁcant change rates
within the neighborhood with ten points. others may have signiﬁcant change rates
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the neighborhood is important to lead to a better result. The values of curvature and
torsion is mapped into a same range, this makes curvature and torsion have a same
contributions to the ﬁnal result.
A sequence of curvature and torsion vectors is considered as a string. The Cyclic
Edit Distance technique is employed to solve this problem. Since we have to con-
sider all possible alignments of two cyclic string matching, the its running time com-
plexity issue trends to be very critical. We implement Branch and Bound algorithm,
Kth Shortest Path algorithm and Common Iteration algorithm, Common Iteration
algorithm is trivial solution but it should be the most accurate one. Branch and
Bound algorithm should be faster than Common Iteration. Kth Shortest Path al-
gorithm Theoretically should be the fastest one, however reality is opposite. Kth
Shortest Path algorithm is developed on the basis of graph theory, it requires a rep-
resentation of a edit graph. we use the adjacent list to represent a graph. Each
node has three incoming, three outgoing edges, and other necessary information,
totally, we need at least ten entries for each node. To store Kth Shortest Path for
each node, we need to number of nodes times K times extra 4 entries. Suppose
we match two curves, each of them has 800 samples. K is less than 10. Integer
is considered as 32 bit. Consequently, to construct a edit graph, we need memory
(800 × 2 × 800 × 10 + (800 × 2 × 800) × 10 × 4) × 32/(8 × 10242) = 244.14MB, fur-
thermore, Java has wrapped the array as a object as well, it also contributes large of
overheads. Consequently, we may need around 700MB memory to execute Kth Short-
est Path algorithm. This algorithm is not suitable for a common personal computer.
For the edit distance computing, we allow insert and delete cost to be conﬁg-
urable,and substitution cost is equal to

 (ci
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, where ci
1 stands for the ﬁrst string’s curvature at ith point and ti
1 stands for torsion
in the similar way. We also modify the edit distance algorithm so that it trends to ﬁnd
two strings have very similar portions even though other portions are considerably
different. In reality, two fragments originated from a same artefact usually merely
have a portion is matched. In that matched portion, it always has very high simi-
larity. We add a so called similarity threshold to identify this kind of high similarity
situation, if substitution operation cost is smaller than this threshold, we assign the
substitution cost to negative value to emphasize these two characters have high simi-
laritymatch. Whentheeditdistanceiscomputed, italwaystrendstoaddthisnegative
path.
To demonstrate how well two boundary curves are matched, we implement a
result generator to export a VRML model which contains the original two bound-
ary curves and lines connecting between corresponding points that are recognized as
matched by the algorithm. In Figure 5.2, It illustrates a result of two curves matching
generated by the result generator. One of curves is derived from another by adding44 Implementation
noise to the half of boundary. So the matching only happens on half of boundary.
Figure 5.2: A result of two curves matching
5.5 Media Framework Assistance
During a reconstruction of artefacts, a archaeologist may want to archive the current
state or record reconstruction procedure as a afterwards reference. The objective of
this part is to utilize the multimedia strategy to record or store the procedure of the
reconstruction.
OffScreen functionality offered by Java3D is used to create a instant screen shot.
Basically, We need construct a extra offscreen Canvas3D class with offscreen ﬂag. And
then the desired screen size should be set. ﬁnally we attach the offscreen canvas3D
to a alive view (in our case it is associated with shared virtual space). Anytime when
we call renderOffScreennBuffer method, if offscreen buffer has been set properly. We
should get current image of that view. We can display it or save it as image ﬁle.
Consequently, a archaeologist is able to take a shot at any time when he has made a
progress.§5.5 Media Framework Assistance 45
Instead of only taking a image, the archaeologist may prefer to record a contin-
uous procedure. If we regard Java as a design basis, at present, there are two main
techniques available to achieve this goal. One is QuickTime for Java(QTJava), an-
other is Java Media Framework (JMF). QuickTime for Java actually is the QuickTime
API, implemented in Java as a set of classes, are grouped into a set of packages, on
the basis of common functionality and usage, and their organization in the standard
QuickTime header ﬁles. However its nature still is a Java method calls native methods
which provide useful QuickTime functionalities. Conversely, Java Media Framework
is much more pure Java implementation. It enables audio, video and other time-based
media to be added to applications and applets built on Java technology. This package,
which can capture, playback, stream, and transcode multiple media formats, extends
the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE) for multimedia developers by providing
a powerful toolkit to develop scalable, cross-platform technology.
Java Media Framework is a large and versatile library used to process time-based
media. Although it is consisted of a great number of classes and interfaces, its archi-
tecture is very understandable and clear. In the JMF, there are seven important terms,
Data Source, Capture device, Player, Processor, DataSink, Format, Manager. Almost
all applications of JMF can be explained as relations among them.
Particularly, we implement a movie recorder by using Data Source, Processor,
Manager, DataSink and Format classes. Brieﬂy the structure of our movie recorder
is classic consumer and producer pipeline. Firstly we create Data Source which en-
capsulates the media stream, in our case is offscreen Canvas3D which can produce
capture images. Then we can request a Processor by providing a instance Data Source
to Manager. After this, we need to create a DataSink with correct output format (in our
case is QuickTime movie). The DataSink should be attached to the Processor as well.
We also need to implement ControllerListener, DataSinkListener to control processor
or response the events that may occur during the Processor running. At last, we start
the Processor, and ﬁnish when stop button is pressed.
The movie produced from movie recorder is not we expected, The frame rate is
obvious lower than acceptable level. moreover, When movie is recording, we try to
translate a 3D model in the mean time. The 3D model appears jumping between
frames. Eventually, we ﬁnd the answer. The offscreen Canvas3D in Java can not read
frame buffer in high frequency, It seems 3 or 4 times per second is limit of retrieving
frame buffer. When frame buffer is reading, Java3D blocks the rendering pipeline to
guarantee that the frame buffer is synchronized. So the 3D model appears to jump be-
tween frames. We found a work around to this problem, if we capture whole desktop
screen by Robot class in Java, we can achieve a reasonable frame rate without model
jumping between frames. We may conclude the Java3D offscreen Canvas3D and Ro-
bot class in Java use different implementations. Robot class may directly call to some
native methods to retrieve current screen.
When we record a movie less than one minute, Its size can reach about 80 MB.
It seems that encoding raw movie ﬁle into compressed format becomes necessary.46 Implementation
Fortunately, Java have a JPEG Encoder implementation, and QuickTime also supports
MJPEG movie ﬁle. So we only need to use these two implementation together to gain
compressed movie ﬁles.Chapter 6
Testing and Experimental Results
To prove our project is helpful for archaeologist and algorithm is reasonable effective.
This chapter focuses on the some experiments of testing curve match algorithm and
interactive reconstruction usability testing. We explain how were experiments setup
and how do we evaluate the outputs of experiments.
6.1 Experiments on Curve Matching
We have conducted ﬁve experiments concerning on the curvature and torsion calcula-
tion, and cyclic edit distance calculation in order to evaluate the performance in terms
of speed and precision. Our experiments are setup on a machine with a Intel Pentium
4 CPU 3.4GHz, 1 GB of RAM memory ,Windows XP operating system and JDK 1.5 as
well. All relevant algorithms are implemented by Java, Thus they can be compared
under fair conditions.
6.1.1 Performance of Curvature and Torsion Calculation
In curvature and torsion calculation part, we implemented ENO computation, Least
Squares, Curvature and Torsion approximation methods. At ﬁrst, we evaluate their
performance of three different modes in time domain. The experimental curves have
from 4000 up to 6000 sample points. The time of execution is measured sequently
for each algorithm in milliseconds. The time of execution is deﬁned as the time begins
with that algorithm function being called with sample points and ﬁnishes with all cur-
vatureandtorsionofsamplepointsbeingcalculated. Theresultisillustratedas Figure
6.1. In single mode, curvature and torsion approximation obviously has better perfor-
mance owning to the fact that it is a approximate way to calculate a change without
sorting out the factual curvature and torsion. Least Squares and ENO spend signif-
icant more time than curvature and torsion approximation, as they have to resolve
piece-wise polynomials for each point. Furthermore, Least Squares method works on
10 sample points and ENO works on 4 sample points linear system equations in this
test case. So ENO appears quicker than Least Squares method. In two and three hy-
brid mode, they shows the similar situations except the executing time of ENO and
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Figure 6.1: Comparing time of execution of curvature and torsion algorithms in three different
modes§6.1 Experiments on Curve Matching 49
Least Squares method doubled and tripled. This correctly reﬂects that the two and
three hybrid mode actually compute curvature and torsion two and three times.
Figure 6.2: Accuracy of ENO and Least Squares methods
Both ENO and Least Squares methods of computing curvature and torsion in-
tuitively belong to the approximate approach that substitutes differentials by differ-
ences. It is necessary for us to measure the accuracy of our approximate approaches.
In this experiment, the sample points are generated by cylindrical spiral which has
constant curvature and torsion. Particularly, considering equation 3.1.8 with coefﬁ-
cient a = 0.1 and b = 0.2. Sample coordinates can be calculated according to arc
length s0 = 0,s1 = 0.02...si = i ∗ 0.02. Any curvature and torsion obtained from these
sample points should be close to the genuine curvature κ = a
a2+b2 = 2 and torsion
τ = a
a2+b2 = 4. A mean of curvature and a mean of torsion are estimated against the
genuine curvature and torsion.50 Testing and Experimental Results
Figure 6.3: Accuracy of Least Squares method§6.1 Experiments on Curve Matching 51
The output of the experiment 1 is shown as Figure 6.2. In the ﬁrst chart, ENO
method can much closely approach the true curvature than Least Squares method.
Conversely, in the second chart least square method has a better approximation on
torsion calculation. In our test case, Least Squares solves a three degree polynomial
with 10 sample points. ENO solves a three degree polynomial with 5 sample points.
The reason why Least Squares method has better estimation on torsion is that extra
sample points contributes to good approximation on high degree terms of the poly-
nomial. Torsion whose value depends on the third-term coefﬁcient of the polynomial
beneﬁts from this signiﬁcantly. Then we conduct another experiment on the accuracy
of Least Squares method concerning on the number of sample points. Figure 6.3 il-
lustrates the interesting results. With increasing the number of sample points used
to computing the interpolating polynomial, approximate curvature is dropping down
from the genuine curvature value between about 4 and 24 sample points. On the other
hand, approximate torsion has a rise from below the genuine torsion value to above
the genuine torsion value between 4 and 24 sample points, It also has a intersection
with genuine torsion value at around 7 sample points. So it means the best estimation
of Least Squares method can be gained for both curvature and torsion in this case is
when about 6 sample points is used to compute.
6.1.2 Performance of Cyclic Edit Distance
Figure 6.4: Speed of calculating cyclic edit distance
1The following experiments are setup on the single mode, because the input data are artiﬁcial without
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The calculation of curvature and torsion is relative faster than the computation of
cyclic edit distance due to the fact that the computation of cyclic edit distance requires
to estimate all possible alignments between two strings. Totally, we implemented
three kinds of algorithms, Bound Branch Algorithm(BBA), Kth Shortest Path, Trivial
Iteration method. Depending on the analysis of Chapter 3, the Kth shortest path is
expected fastest, BBA should be faster than Trivial Iterative on speed of computation.
However, half of the statement is not true in our experiment. Because Kth Shortest
Path algorithm has a problem about memory allocation that mentioned in section 5.4,
we have to restrict the length of string/samples less than 20.
Figure 6.5: Speed of BBA and Trivial Iteration
TheresultoftheexperimentisplottedasdiscretesymbolsandshowninFigure6.4.
Generally, K Shortest Path method spends much more time in computing cyclic edit
distance. The time of execution dramatically increases for the longer strings. Espe-
cially, atthelengthofstringisequalto8, 9andgreater10, therearenovaluemeasured.
The reason is that Kth Shortest Path algorithm may be failed to calculate cyclic edit
distance. The most critical issue of Kth Shortest Path algorithm is that the determina-
tion of K is uncertain when calculating cyclic edit distance. K does not only effects the
complexity of running time, but also determines the complexity of space O(K|x||y|).
Concretely, we implemented an three dimensional array path[|x|∗|y|][maxk][] to store§6.1 Experiments on Curve Matching 53
Number of curves CT Approximation ENO Least Squares
10 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 0.0 0.0 0.0
12 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 0.0 0.0 0.0
14 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 0.06666667 0.0 0.0
16 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.0 0.0 0.0
18 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 0.0 0.0 0.0
22 0.0 0.0 0.0
23 0.0 0.0 0.0
24 0.0 0.0 0.0
25 0.0 0.0 0.0
26 0.0 0.0 0.0
27 0.0 0.0 0.0
28 0.0 0.0 0.0
29 0.0 0.0 0.0
30 0.033333335 0.0 0.0
Table 6.1: Error rate of Matching by different methods
1st to Kth paths of all nodes, maxk is determined by the maximum allocatable mem-
ory. When the ﬁrst K that makes a edit path meets certain criteria can not be found
within maxk, the implementation of Kth Shortest Path regards it as a failure. maxk is
set to 10000 in the experiment, So true K is often greater than 10000 when the length
of string is larger than 10. Because the short strings are chosen as experimental data,
BBA and Trivial Iteration algorithm can not be clearly distinguished. In Figure 6.5, It
shows the running time of BBA and Trivial Iteration with longer strings as the input
data. The running time of BBA maintains relative stable and has a slight rise, Com-
paring with BBA, the running time of Trivial Iteration makes a abruptly increase. It
heavily depends on the size of input data.
The values of cyclic edit distance obtained from above three kinds of method are
identical, but it seems not convincing to give a conclusion that these three kinds of
method work correctly. So next section, we bring all parts together and setup a entire
experiment to prove our approach is helpful.
6.1.3 Experiment on Ranking Models
Our experiment setup here will take artiﬁcial data rather than original data. We input
a boundary curve ﬁle, we can then get a circular curve. Consider this circular curve as54 Testing and Experimental Results
a target curve. then we generate the second circular curve by adding a random noise
to the ﬁrst three samples of target curve. the third circular curve is generated by add
a random noise to the second three samples of the second circular curve and so on.
At the end, there are 30 circular curves that have naturally been ranked in order of
increasingly dissimilar to the target curve. Therefore, We can infer the correct order
of ranking these circular curves against the target curve should be the ﬁrst circular
curve, the second circular curve and so on.
Figure 6.6: Matching result
The best choice of Cyclic edit distance algorithm undoubtedly should be BBA. For
curvatureandtorsionalgorithms, wewouldliketoexamineallthem. Especially, Least
Squares method is set to computing 6 sample points. Follows above statement, we
comparetheoutputorderwiththatnatureordersoaerrorratecanbeworkedout. The
ﬁnalresultis showninTable6.1.Theresult demonstratesmostofrankingis performed
perfectly except that CT Approximation has errors occasionally. CT Approximation
may be not accurate enough because of it based on the assumption sample points
closed enough. The matching results are also generated as 3D VRML Model. For
instance, one result is illustrated as Figure 6.6 in the case of 4th matching result of 19
curves with ENO .
We can not examine our algorithm with real data, because the technique to acquire
a data is not efﬁcient enough, there are not enough data available to examine.§6.2 Usability Evaluation 55
question 1st option(NOP) 2nd option(NOP) 3rd option(NOP) Average marks
1 0 4 6 80
2 0 3 7 85
3 0 2 8 90
4 3 2 5 60
5 2 6 2 50
6 4 4 2 40
7 3 3 4 55
8 1 2 7 80
9 5 4 1 30
10 5 3 2 35
total 23 33 44 60.5
Table 6.2: Statistics for the questionnaire (NOP denotes the Number Of People have chosen
that option)
6.2 Usability Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our Virtual Reconstructor from a different view point. We
make use of a simpliﬁed, usability-test approach to mainly examine the interactive
reconstruction of Virtual Reconstructor.
A questionnaire has been designed to examine Virtual Reconstructor on the basis
of user-centered design. We asked 10 users to reconstruct a Beethoven 3D model using
Virtual Reconstructor for three times. The 3D model was separated into four parts as
shown in Figure 6.7. After ﬁnishing the reconstruction, the users were then asked
to completed a questionnaire with 10 questions in Figure 6.8. The ﬁrst option, the
second option and the third option has 0, 5 and 10 marks respectively. So the total
marks of 10 questions is 100 marks. The results of questionnaire has been collected
and conducted a statistics into Table 6.2. The low marks of question 4,5,6,7,9 and 10
reﬂect that Virtual Reconstructor has difﬁculties in accurately translating and rotating
the model. And most comments from users are they had hard time to manage moving
models to desired positions, they also felt frustrated when they accidentally moved
a correct-placed model. Translation and Rotation is not easy to operate and correct
alignment can not be stored. Those issues lead to overall the interactive reconstruction
unsatisfactory.56 Testing and Experimental Results
Figure 6.7: Model for reconstructing§6.2 Usability Evaluation 57
Figure 6.8: Questionnaire58 Testing and Experimental ResultsChapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
Much has been learnt about Interactive Reconstruction of Archaeological Fragments
in a Collaborative Environment. We also provide a piece of software to verify our
contributions. Following we will conclude our work from several aspects to review
what we have done. We then point out the possible future works.
7.1 Conclusions
From terms of the data acquisition, curve-matching by cyclic edit distance, collabora-
tive work and interactive manipulation in three dimensions, we begin to establish a
framework to achieve a goal the reconstruction of archaeological artefact in a collabo-
rative environment.
Although image-based modeling has been recognized as a mature technology in
computer vision, we have managed to create two models by using PhotoModeller.
However, the fact that it heavily depends on manual referencing correspondences
makes us to believe it will not be the dominant technique to create a large amount of
3D models.
From literatures we learned the curvature and torsion are good characters for de-
scribing curves in three dimensions. What is more important. They are coordinate-
independent. By using it with proper numeric techniques for example, Least Squares
and ENO, we can register the contour of a 3D model to a cyclic string. Then we apply
a cyclic edit distance algorithm to two those strings. At the end, we can gain a nu-
meric value interpreting similarity of those strings. By this means, we are able to rank
artefacts against a target artefacts according to their similarity of contours.
Access Grid has a friendly customizable interface, shared application. A Shared
application allow us to easily integrate our application with Access Grid so that our
applicationcanalsotakeadvantagesofnetworkmulticasting, highqualityvideo/audio
conference without doing extra implementation. Moreover, it makes our application
to enable multiple archaeologists to work in collaborative form.
Although the interactive reconstruction is not so satisfactory as we expected, it
provides a virtual space, basic manipulations and recording functionality.
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Depending on our experiments and usability evaluation, we are convinced that
our application is able to make certain contributions for archaeologists to reconstruct
arctefacts in a collaborative form. On the other hand, there are several weaknesses of
our application that should be improved in future.
7.2 Future Work
Our project actually open a broad ﬁeld to study. It relevant to the pattern recognition
problems and is also speciﬁed in 3D domain. It belongs to 3D visualization and also
interests in networked collaboration. It involves interaction with a local user and also
need to synchronization with a remote user. In short, it may be a comprehensive
system in future.
1. The data generation sometimes can be made much easier, while it usually more
efﬁciently produce a good result. In our project data acquisition is critical part
need to be improved or re-designed. How to do this we need to study more.
Especially, How to detect the contour curves of 3D models.
2. Does curve-matching is the best choice of comparing similarity of different ob-
ject ? if it does. Are there any other features much easier to be extracted or
be represent comparing with curvature and torsion? Cyclic edit distance still
running in O(|x||y|log|x|), is there any way to improve it ?
3. How to improve collaboration ? What kind of collaborative form can optimize
the work efﬁciency of archaeologists. How to transform physical connection
into collaborative connection for archaeologists.
4. The Interactive reconstruction and user interface have great potential to be im-
proved. For instance, 3D manipulation is not reasonable and friendly in Java3D.
Users can not get enough or correct visible feedback after their operation. How
to ﬁnd a way to magnify tiny changes into noticeable feedback? At least, there
should be enough feedback to tell users that the 3D model have been about to
desired position. The functionality of grouping and de-grouping multiple 3D
models is also a handy features.Bibliography
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